Abstract Employee scheduling is a well known problem that appears in a wide range of different areas including health care, air lines, transportation services, and basically any organization that has to deal with workforces. In this paper we model a collection of challenging staff scheduling instances as a weighted partial Boolean maximum satisfiability (maxSAT) problem. Using our formulation we conduct a comparison of four different cardinality constraint encodings and analyze their applicability on this problem. Additionally, we measure the performance of two leading solvers from the maxSAT evaluation 2015 in a series of benchmark experiments and compare their results to state of the art solutions. In the process we also generate a number of challenging maxSAT instances that are publicly available and can be used as benchmarks for the development and verification of modern SAT solvers.
Introduction
Staff scheduling problems arise whenever there is the need for efficient management and distribution of workforce over periods of time. Therefore, a wide range of different institutions can benefit from an optimized staff schedule, including hospitals, airlines, security personnel, transportation services, and basically any organization that has to deal with a large number of employees. Finding the ideal workforce roster however is not an easy task, and even a basic variant of this problem belongs to the class of NP-hard problems (Chuin Lau 1996) .
A variety of different staff scheduling problems are described in the literature and many solving methods have been proposed in the past. Corresponding surveys regarding employee scheduling were provided by Ernst et al. (2004) and Bergh et al. (2013) . While many approaches are based on mathematical programming and heuristic methods, the application of solution strategies which model the problem as a maximum Boolean satisfiability problem (maxSAT) has not been considered. The intuitive way of working with propositional formulas, as well as growing developments in the SAT community motivate the investigation of such an approach.
In this paper we concentrate on the employee scheduling instances introduced by Curtois and Qu (2014) . According to the authors those instances were designed to describe realistic and challenging staff scheduling problems while still being straightforward to use. The included scheduling periods range from one week up to one year, requiring up to 180 employees and 32 shift types to be assigned.
Recent publications provided an integer programming (IP) model as well as a metaheuristic approach to this problem. The best known solutions using these techniques as well as a description of the IP formulation were provided by Curtois and Qu (2014) . A detailed description of the used algorithms, namely a branch and price method and a metaheuristic based on ejection chains can be found in the literature (Burke and Curtois 2014; Burke et al. 2008) . With the use of the branch and price algorithm and ejection chains, optimal solutions could be found for most of the smaller instances and new lower/upper bounds could be determined for many instances. However, optimal solutions for a number of instances are still unknown.
In this paper we want to investigate a new solving paradigm for this problem based on maxSAT. Modeling a problem with a maximum propositional satisfiability formulation has shown to perform well on a variety of different applications in the past, including the scheduling of business-to-business meetings (Bofill et al. 2015) and High School Timetabling (Demirovic and Musliu 2014) . The most related papers to our work are Kundu and Acharyya (2008) and Haspeslagh et al. (2013) . Kundu and Acharyya (2008) proposed a SAT formulation for a basic nurse scheduling problem. The local search algorithm GSAT was used to provide solutions for the generated SAT instances. Haspeslagh et al. (2013) investigated the translation of instances from the first international nurse rostering competition (Haspeslagh et al. 2014) to SAT. Additionally, in this work the features of SAT instances were used to analyze the hardness of nurse rostering instances. To the best of our knowledge we investigate for the first time the application of maxSAT for employee scheduling. We also experiment with different encodings for the cardinality constraints and evaluate complete maxSAT solvers for the considered instances. Additionally, to show that the applicability of maxSAT is not restricted to the instances from Curtois and Qu (2014) , we will describe how the maxSAT formulation introduced in this paper can be adapted to model the well known problem instances from the second international nurse rostering competition (INRC2) (Ceschia et al. 2015) . Although several approaches have been applied on those instances within the competition (e.g. Römer and Mellouli 2016) , to the best of our knowledge they will be modeled for the first time using maxSAT.
The main contributions of this paper are:
-We provide the first maxSAT formulation for the variant of the employee scheduling problem introduced by Curtois and Qu (2014) . Furthermore, we show how the proposed maxSAT formulation can be adapted to model another well known variant from nurse rostering. -We experiment with different encodings for cardinality constraints and compare two leading solvers from the maxSAT evaluation 2015. Additionally, we experiment with a simplification of the problem and provide a comparison with the state of the art solutions. -We provide challenging instances which can be used by the maxSAT community to test and improve results of maxSAT solvers.
In Sect. 2 we first give a problem description to provide a deeper insight into the problem. We provide a brief introduction into the maximum satisfiability problem (maxSAT) and give the details of our maxSAT model in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we then present our experimental environment as well as the experiments which have been conducted. At the end of the paper in Sect. 5 we make final conclusions and provide an outlook on future work.
Problem description
In our work we deal with a variant of the employee scheduling problem as it was described by Curtois and Qu (2014) . We chose to focus on this specific problem formulation as it provides a number of instances that include challenging and realistic scheduling problems, while still being intuitive and straightforward to use.
The overall goal is to find an optimal roster for a number of given employees and shift types, where every employee may either work a single shift or have a day off on each day of a given scheduling period. For this problem the scheduling period is stated as a number of weeks and therefore the number of days is always a multitude of seven. Another property concerning the scheduling horizon ensures that the first day of the roster is always a Monday, while the last day is always a Sunday. The employees and shift types which are considered in this problem are specified by a list of unique names which are connected with a number of constraints that restrict all possible shift assignments. Some employees might for example be only allowed to work in certain shifts and patterns of consecutive working shifts might be prohibited or requested. Each problem instance specifies hard-and soft-constraints to set up a corresponding rule set. Hard constraints on the one hand are always strict and have to be fulfilled in order to generate a feasible solution. Soft constraints on the other hand may be violated, but will in case of a violation lead to an integer valued penalty. For example a hard constraint in our problem could restrict the minimum and maximum amount of time that an employee has to work in total over the whole scheduling horizon. Personal shift requests that employees can state are formulated as soft constraints in our problem instances.
Finally, the objective function of a candidate solution is defined as the sum of all violated soft constraints. We therefore deal with an optimization problem, where the optimal solution is the schedule with the lowest possible objective value. We have a deeper look on all of the constraints in the next section.
3 Modeling employee scheduling as partial weighted maxSAT
The maximum satisfiability problem
The satisfiability problem (SAT) is a decision problem which asks whether there exist assignments of truth values to variables, such that a propositional logic formula is evaluated true (that is, the formula is satisfied). A propositional logic formula is built from Boolean variables using logic operators and parentheses. The formula is usually given in conjunctive normal form (CNF), meaning that the formula is a conjunction of clauses, where a clause is a disjunction of literals, where a literal is a variable or its negation. For example, the formula (X 1 ∨ X 2 ) ∧ (¬X 1 ∨ ¬X 3 ) is said to be satisfiable, because the assignment (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) = (true, f alse, f alse) satisfies the formula. However, had we inserted the clause (¬X 1 ∨ X 2 ∨ X 3 ), the same assignment would no longer satisfy the formula.
An extension to SAT that we consider in this work is Partial Weighted maxSAT, in which clauses are partitioned into two types: hard and soft clauses. Each soft clause is given a weight. The goal is to find an assignment which satisfies the hard clauses and minimizes the sum of weights of the unsatisfied soft clauses. For more in depth information about SAT and maxSAT, we direct the interested reader to the literature (Biere et al. 2009 ).
In the following sections we will formulate our problems as maxSAT. The obtained maxSAT formulas which model the problem are called encodings.
Decision variables
In order to model the assignment of shifts to employees, we define variables S i,d,t , ∀i ∈ I, d ∈ D, t ∈ T , where I denotes the set of all employees, D refers to the set of days in the planning horizon, and T is the set of all shift types in the problem. Each variable S i,d,t will be set to true if and only if employee i gets the shift type t assigned on the d-th day in the roster, otherwise it will be set to false. Additionally, we define helper variables X i,d , ∀i ∈ I, d ∈ D which are set to true if employee i has no shift assigned on day d. So X i,d is set to true if and only if employee i is considered to have a day off on this day.
To connect the X variables with the decision variables S we include the following equivalences in our formulation:
In the following sections we give a description of all the constraints in our employee scheduling problem and additionally specify how each of them is encoded in our partial weighted maxSAT formulation. Clauses which are generated from soft constraints will also have weights assigned.
Since many of the constraints contain properties of cardinality constraints, we continue by shortly introducing the notion of them.
Cardinality constraints
In order to be able to formulate all of the constraints for the problem, it is necessary to make use of cardinality constraints. Such constraints define limits on the number of truth assignments on a set of given Boolean variables. There are three different types of cardinality constraints:
, and atMost k (x i : x i ∈ X ) which are defined on sets of variables that should have at least, exactly, or at most k variables having their truth value assigned. For example if a cardinality constraint limits the number of true valued variables of the set x 1 , x 2 , x 3 to at most two atMost 2 ({x 1 , x 2 , x 3 }), the assignment (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (1, 1, 0) is considered to be feasible, while the assignment (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (1, 1, 1) would be considered as infeasible.
Additionally, we have to distinguish between hard-and soft cardinality constraints. While hard cardinality constraints decide whether or not the overall solution will become feasible, soft cardinality constraints will only penalize the objective function if violated. In our problem we assign a weight to a cardinality constraint and calculate the total penalty linearly depending on the difference to the violated limit. For example if we consider the constraint atLeast 2 ({x 1 , x 2 , x 3 }) with a weight of 40, the assignment (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (0, 0, 0) would lead to a penalty of 40 · 2 = 80.
Different variants of dealing with cardinality constraints in Boolean satisfiability problems have been studied in the literature (e.g. Sinz 2005; Asín et al. 2009 ). In this paper we investigate four different encoding types: combinatorial encoding, sequential encoding, bit adder encoding, and cardinality networks. The encodings differ in the number of variables and clauses needed, and whether or not unit propagation is enough to ensure generalized arc consistency. Unit propagation forces the assignments of variables that are contained in unit clauses, that is, clauses which consist of only a single literal. Since all clauses must be satisfied, including unit clauses, the value of a variable must be set such that the unit clause is satisfied. A constraint is generalized arc consistent if for each unassigned variable and value that it can be assigned, there exists an assignment of values to the other unassigned variables in the constraint such that the constraint is satisfied (Mohr and Masini 1988) . It is important to note that in our modeling, whether an employee scheduling constraint is generalized arc consistent or not solely depends on generalized arc consistency of the cardinality constraint used. In the following we briefly describe the cardinality constraints used, we refer the reader to Demirovic and Musliu (2014) , Sinz (2005) , and Asín et al. (2009) for more details.
Combinatorial encoding
The combinatorial encoding enumerates all possible undesired truth assignments and forbids them explicitly by generating corresponding clauses. While this approach may provide an efficient encoding for small cardinality constraints, the number of generated clauses will grow exponentially with the number of variables. An alternative approach would be to explicitly enumerate all desired truth assignments. For example, to encode atLeast_2({x 1 , x 2 , x 3 }), one needs to encode clauses that forbid every assignment which does not have at least two variables x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 set to true. This can be achieved with the following clauses:
, and (¬x 1 ∨ x 2 ∨ x 3 ). The first clause requires that at least one variable is set to true, while the other three forbid assignments in which exactly one variable is set to true, encoding the desired constraint. Unit propagation ensures generalized arc consistency.
Sequential and bit-adder encoding
The main idea behind the sequential and bit adder encoding is to encode the sum of the considered variables x i and then forbid certain output values. However, this cannot be done directly in SAT. Thus, one must introduce auxiliary variables and clauses to capture the desired behavior.
Both encodings use additional variables to represent each partial sum of the original variables. The i-th partial sum is defined in terms of the i-th variable and the (i − 1)-th partial sum ( ps(i) = ps(i − 1) + x i and ps(0) = 0). Afterwards, a constraint on the last partial sum is imposed to encode the cardinality constraint. For example, for the assignment (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) = (1, 0, 1, 1), ps(1) = 1, ps(2) = 1, ps(3) = 2, and ps(4) = 3. Enforcing ps(4) = 3 would lead to the exactly_3 cardinality constraint.
In SAT, variables (e.g. for ps above) cannot be assigned numeric values. Therefore, they need to be encoded with Boolean variables instead. This is main difference between the sequential and bit-adder encoding: the former uses unary, while the later uses binary number representations.
A number u ∈ [0, n] can be represented as unary in SAT with n additional variables u i and the following constraints defined on them:
For example, for the variable u ∈ [0, 5], five auxiliary variables are introduced and the assignment u = 3 would be given by (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 , u 5 ) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0). The addition operation between can be defined on unary number with additional clauses and variables. The same number may be represented in binary with log(n) b i variables:
Due to the different number representations, the bit-adder encoding requires less clauses and variables when compared to the sequential encoding (O(nlog(n)) clauses and variables as opposed to O(nk − k 2 ) variables and O(kn) clauses), but unit propagation is not sufficient to ensure generalized arc consistency for the bit-adder, while it is for the sequential encoding. For more details on the encodings, we refer the reader to Demirovic and Musliu (2014) , Sinz (2005) , and Asín et al. (2009) .
Cardinality networks
Cardinality networks generate helper variables that are used to sort all the considered truth assignments and then insert clauses which forbid certain outputs. The sorting is performed in a similar way as a simple merge sort algorithm would work. For example, considering an assignment (x 1 = 0, x 2 = 1, x 3 = 0, x 4 = 1), the helper variables a 1−4 would represented the sorted version of this assignment (a 1 = 1, a 2 = 1, a 3 = 0, a 4 = 0). Additional clauses are then inserted to forbid undesired assignments of the helper variables. Generalized arc consistency is maintained by unit propagation. The encoding requires O(nlog 2 k) auxiliary variables and clauses. More details can be found in Asín et al. (2009) .
In the experiments covered in later sections of this paper we compare the performance of those four encodings on two maxSAT solvers.
Modeling of hard constraints
In this section we give a description of the hard constraints for employee scheduling problem which is considered in this paper and specify how these constraints can be encoded in our partial weighted maxSAT formulation. An employee cannot be assigned more than one shift on a single day Since no employee should work two shifts on the same day, we have to ensure that no two variables S i,d,t and S i,d,x may be set to true at the same time if t = x and i ∈ I , d ∈ D, t, x ∈ T where I is the set of all employees, D is the set of all days in the scheduling horizon and T is the set of all possible shift types.
We model this constraint with an atMost 1 cardinality constraint.
Disallowed shift sequences It is required that each employee needs to rest for a minimum amount of time after he has worked in a shift. The length of the necessary rest period varies for each shift type. Because each shift has fixed starting and ending times during the day, the set of shift types that cannot follow a certain shift type t can be determined easily by considering all pairs of shift types and comparing their difference in start and ending times with the minimum rest time. We refer to the set of all shift types that are not allowed to follow a shift t as R t . The constraints can therefore also be thought of as a number of disallowed shift sequences which consist of two consecutive shifts and can be included in our formulation by inserting a clause for each sequence.
The maximum numbers of shifts for each type that can be assigned to an employee In our problem some of the employees can have contracts which only allow them to work in specific shift types for a maximum number of days. For example such a limit could restrict the number of night shifts an employee may work during the schedule to four, making any roster which assigns five night shifts to a single employee infeasible. The maximum numbers for each employee and shift type are given as parameters m max it with the problem instances, where i ∈ I and t ∈ T .
Since this constraint can be seen as the basic case for a cardinality constraint, we do not discuss the detailed encoding into Boolean satisfiability clauses here, but simply state it as an atMost cardinality constraint instead:
Minimum and maximum working time Each shift type assigns a certain amount of working time in minutes to its associated employees. Moreover the total amount of the working time in minutes is restricted for each employee and must lie between a minimum and maximum bound. Those limits are given to the problem in form of the parameters b min i and b max i for each i ∈ I .
In order to formulate this constraint efficiently, we introduce additional helper variables which help us to count the total number of minutes worked by an employee. For their definition we consider the shift lengths l t , ∀t ∈ T which are given as parameters to the problem and specify the number of working time in minutes required for shift t. Furthermore we define their greatest common divisor g = gcd(l t : t ∈ T ). If we have three different shift types, with the first one lasting for 480, the second one lasting 620, and the third one lasting 120 min, g would then be 20 for example.
With g, we can then calculate simplified lengths for all shifts sl t = l t g ∀t ∈ T . Additionally, we define the maximum simplified shift length sl max = max{sl t : t ∈ T }. Now we are able to introduce our variable set U , which counts the units of time an employee i works on day d.
For each employee and day, we introduce helper variables
. . , sl max and set up a number of equivalences in order to correctly connect them with our decision variables S:
All of the U variables can now be used to count the overall units of time an employee works and we can use them in order to set up two cardinality constraints that ensure the minimum and maximum working time constraint. Note that since we are using simplified lengths, we also have to divide the given limits by the common divisor g and round appropriately:
Maximum consecutive shifts Each employee is only allowed to work for a maximum number of consecutive days before he must have a day off. This maximum limit is given to the problem as c max i for each i ∈ I . In our formulation we state this constraint by introducing clauses that require a day off during all possible sequences of length c max i . Since this constraint assumes that the last day before the scheduling horizon sets a day off and the first day after the scheduling horizon also sets a day off, we do not need to consider any corner cases where a number of consecutive shifts lower than the maximum is scheduled directly next to the borders of the planning horizon.
Minimum consecutive shifts Our problem requires that each employee works at least for a minimum number of consecutive days. In other words there is a minimum for the number of consecutive shifts, which is given as parameter c min i for all i ∈ I , before an employee is allowed to have a day off.
Again we do not have to consider corner cases, since this constraint always assumes an infinite number of consecutive working days before and after the scheduling horizon. For all the other cases, we formulate this constraint by implicating the minimum length shift sequence whenever a new shift sequence starts after a day off:
Minimum consecutive days off This can be formulated similarly to the minimum consecutive shifts constraint. No corner cases have to be considered, as this constraint assumes an infinite sequence of days off before and after the scheduling horizon. The minimum limit of consecutive days off is given to the problem as parameter o min i for each employee i ∈ I . We again use a formulation variant which applies an implication of a minimum length day off sequence, similar as described for the minimum consecutive shifts constraint which we described previously:
Maximum number of weekends Whenever an employee has to work a shift on a Saturday or a Sunday in the schedule, the corresponding weekend is considered as a working weekend for this employee. The problem restricts the number of such working weekends for each employee i as parameter a max i . Because the scheduling always starts on Monday and ends on Sunday, the number of weekends can be easily calculated as w = |D| 7 . We can now introduce additional helper variables W i,x to state if an employee i works on the x-th weekend. We introduce the following equivalences to connect the W variables with the existing X variables in our formulation. Note that the x variables are multiplied with 7 in order to determine the day index of the x-th Sunday.
With the help of those variables we can then construct the following cardinality constraints to formulate the maximum number of weekends constraint:
Days off An employee may have certain days on which it is strictly required that he has a day off. Those are given to the problem as sets of day indices N i for each employee i. We can introduce this in our formulation by simply generating the corresponding unit clauses:
Modeling of soft constraints
In this section we give a description of all the soft constraints of the employee scheduling problem considered in this paper and specify how they can be encoded in our partial weighted maxSAT formulation.
Requested shift types Each employee may have some days where a certain shift type is requested for them to work. Since this is not a hard constraint, a violation will be penalized with a given weight. The corresponding penalties are given to the problem as parameters q i,d,t , where i ∈ I , d ∈ D and t ∈ T . We handle this constraint by inserting simple weighted unit clauses for all shift requests into our formulation:
Unpreferred shift types Similar to the requested shifts constraint, our problem may contain requests that require an employee to not work a particular shift on a certain day. Our formulation is again based on weighted unit clauses depending on problem parameters p i,d,t that set the weight of an unpreferred shift, where i ∈ I , d ∈ D and t ∈ T :
Cover requirements A preferred number of employees that should be working in a shift type is defined for each day. This preferred value of working employees for shift t on day d is given to the problem in the form of parameters u dt for all d ∈ D and t ∈ T . Furthermore for each of these values two penalty parameters v min dt and v max dt are used to penalize a possible under-or over-coverage of the preferred value.
We introduce two cardinality constraints per cover requirement to formulate this constraint. One for the over-coverage, which is penalized linearly depending on the weight v max dt , and the second one for the under-coverage also penalized linearly depending on the weight v min dt :
Using maxSAT to model nurse rostering
In this paper we provide a maxSAT formulation and computational results for the employee scheduling problem that was described by Curtois and Qu (2014) . We chose this particular problem variant because it provides a number of challenging instances that are straightforward to use. However, the application of a partial weighted maxSAT formulation is not limited to this problem variant. In this section we describe how the presented maxSAT formulation can be extended and adapted to model instances from the second international nurse rostering competition (INRC2) described by Ceschia et al. (2015) . The problem considered for INRC2 asked for the assignment of nurses to shifts within a given planning horizon, subject to a number of hard and soft constraints. Note that INRC2 required its competitors to solve a sequence of consecutive weeks in the planning horizon in a multi-stage setting. We will not go into the details of this setting here and want to refer the interested reader to Ceschia et al. (2015) for more information.
In the following subsections we will briefly describe the constraints of the problem and also provide information on how they can be modeled using partial weighted maxSAT.
Additional variables for nurse rostering
The given nurse rostering problem has many similarities to the employee scheduling problem that we modeled in earlier sections of this paper, since the main goal of the problem is again to find the optimal roster for a number of given nurses and shift types. Therefore, in the following sections we will use the same decision variables and parameters that we have previously introduced if not noted otherwise. However, to model some of the constraints for the INRC2 instances we will also introduce some new variables and parameters which we describe now.
Since the given problem assigns a set of skills to each nurse, we define the set K as the set of all skills, and the sets N k , ∀k ∈ K which refer to the sets of all nurses that have a skill k. Furthermore, the sets K i , ∀i ∈ I contain all skills that are provided by a nurse i. Because a nurse can only use exactly one of its skills during a shift we also define the helper variables U i,d,t,k that are true if nurse i uses skill k in shift t on day d. The following hard constraints are then inserted to ensure that a nurse can only use one skill per shift:
Hard constraints
This section will shortly present the hard constraints of the INRC2 instances and describe how they can be modeled using maxSAT.
Single assignment per day
This constraint is the equivalent to the An employee cannot be assigned more than one shift on a single day constraint in Sect. 3.4 and can be modeled similarly.
Under-staffing The number of nurses for each shift and for each skill must be at least equal to the minimum requirement. The cover requirements can be expressed in the form of c dtk , where d ∈ D, t ∈ T, k ∈ K and the constraint can be modeled as follows:
Shift type successions The shift type assignments of one nurse in two consecutive days must belong to the legal successions provided in the scenario. This constraint can be modeled like the similar constraint disallowed shift sequences, which is described in Sect. 3.4.
Missing required skill A shift of a given skill must necessarily be fulfilled by a nurse having that skill. This constraint is implicitly covered by the formulation for the under-staffing constraint.
Soft constraints
Insufficient staffing for optimal coverage This constraint is similar to under-staffing as it asks for an optimal number of nurses with a particular skill for each shift. It can be formulated similar to under-staffing, but as a soft cardinality constraint with a weighted penalty. The optimal cover requirements are given to the problem in a similar form as the cover requirements for under-staffing.
Minimum consecutive working days
Assuming that the minimum number of consecutive working days is given as c min , this constraint can be formulated as follows (since corner cases where a sequence of working days lies at a border of the planning horizon have to be considered as well, we define that any variable X i,d with a day d, that lies outside the scheduling horizon will always be set to true):
The idea behind this formulation is to insert a soft cardinality constraint for each position in the schedule. Whenever a new working day sequence starts on a position, the cardinality constraint will evaluate a set of clauses that count the length of the working day sequence, and will cause a penalty for each missing shift assignment if the length is lower than the minimum.
Maximum consecutive working days
The maximum number of consecutive working days (c max ) can be formulated as follows (Similar to the minimum consecutive working days constraint we define that any variable X i,d that lies outside the schedule will be set to true):
Similar to the minimum working days constraint this formulation inserts cardinality constraints for each position in the schedule and counts the length of any working day sequence. A penalty will be caused for each shift assignment of a sequence that goes over the allowed maximum.
Minimum/maximum consecutive working shifts These constraints can be formulated similarly to the minimum/maximum consecutive working days constraints. However, because they ask for consecutive assignments of a certain shift type, we have to introduce new helper variables O t i,d for each shift type t that will be true whenever employee i does not work in shift t on day d. Then we can model the minimum/maximum consecutive working shifts by just replacing the X variables with the corresponding O variables in the minimum/maximum consecutive working days constraints.
Minimum/Maximum consecutive days off These constraints can also be formulated similar to the minimum/maximum consecutive working days constraints, but with negated X variables. For example, the minimum number of consecutive days off constraint (d min ) can be formulated as follows:
Preferences This constraint will penalize any shift assignment which is undesired in respect to the nurse preferences. It can be formulated similar to the Unpreferred shift types constraint in Sect. 3.5.
Complete week-ends Nurses may ask to only work on complete week-ends. In this case they should either work on both week-end days or none. Any assigned weekend that is not complete will lead to a penalty. To model this constraint we define the set of all weekends as W , the set of all employees that have the complete weekend flag set to true as CW and define helper variables W complete i,x , that are set to true if and only if weekend x is complete for employee i:
Total assignments For each nurse the total number of assignments must be included within a given minimum and maximum. This constraint can be formulated similar to the maximum number of shifts constraint in Sect. 3.4 but on a global level for all shift types and as a soft cardinality constraint with a weighted penalty.
Total working week-ends This constraint can be formulated similar to the maximum number of weekends constraint in Sect. 3.4, but as a soft cardinality constraint with a weighted penalty.
Computational results
We now give an overview of our experimental environment and describe how our benchmark tests were executed and evaluated.
Experimental environment
We conducted a large number of experiments with generated maxSAT encodings for the 24 instances that were described by Curtois and Qu (2014) . The planning horizon of the instances ranges from two weeks to 52 weeks, while the number of considered employees ranges from 8 to 150. As this dataset contains very large instances it provides challenging benchmarks for solution techniques. If not noted otherwise we ran all of our experiments on an Intel Xeon E5345 2.33 GHz machine with a total of 48GB RAM. The encoded maxSAT instances are available online in DIMACS format and can be downloaded at. 1 In our benchmarks we used two solvers which performed well on timetabling instances in the maxSAT evaluation 2015: WPM3 (Ansótegui et al. 2015) and Optiriss using the default configuration. The latter uses the riss framework (Kahlert et al. 2015) in combination with the publicly available OpenWBO solver (Martins et al. 2014 ). Both solvers were ranked first and second in the industrial category for partial weighted maxSAT problems. Besides being the leaders in their category, both solvers have also shown to provide good results for high school timetabling and timetabling instances, which share similarities with the considered employee scheduling problem.
Comparison of different cardinality constraint encodings
Because our model utilizes a number of cardinality constraints, a crucial point in the configuration of our experiments turned out to be the determination of which cardinality constraint encodings we should use in order to get good results with the maxSAT solvers. There are five constraints which are affected in our formulation: The cover requirement constraint, the workload requirement constraint, the maximum number of shifts constraint, the maximum number of weekends, and the One shift per day constraint. For those, we applied four different encoding variants: combinatorial encoding, sequential encoding, cardinality networks encoding, and bit adder encoding. We used the implementation by Demirovic and Musliu (2014) to encode those constraints.
If we would consider all possible combinations for encoding the cardinality constraints in our model, we would have to generate and compare a total of 4 5 = 1024 different formulations for each problem instance. In order to reduce this large amount of possibilities, we decided to investigate the number of generated variables and clauses for all constraint/encoding pairs in order to gather a first insight on their importance. We can see the results for one instance in Table 1 .
The combinatorial encoding turned out to be impractical in most cases and we were often not able to generate maxSAT encodings for many of the instances when using it. The huge amount of produced clauses required by this encoding forced our model generator to run out of memory when dealing with larger instances. When looking at the numbers displayed in Table 1 , we can also see that the maximum number of weekends and the one shift per day constraints have a relatively low impact when compared with the other constraints. As this behavior appeared also in other instances, we decided to use only the sequential encoding for the maximum number of weekends constraint and only the combinatorial encoding for the one shift per day constraint in the remainder of our experiments. With the elimination of the combinatorial encoding in our configuration options because of the caused inconveniences with larger instances, and only three constraints remaining, we now have to examine only 3 3 = 27 possible combinations.
In order to determine the best configuration for both WPM3 and Optiriss, we selected nine instances of different sizes and ran experiments with all the 27 possible encoding variants under a time limit of 30 min. The results of those experiments can be seen in Tables 2 and 3 for Optiriss and WPM3 respectively.
A comparison of those results reveals that there is no general best combination of cardinality constraint encodings and good encodings are highly dependent on the solver which is used. While Optiriss prefers the adder encoding for the cover requirements constraint, the sequential encoding shows the best results for WPM3. We selected the best candidates for each solver by considering the sums of the results over all instances for each combination of cardinality encodings. The encodings which led to the minimum of all those sums were then taken to generate the instances for our final experiments. Therefore, the combinations of cardinality constraint encodings used for Optiriss were as follows: bit adder encoding for the cover requirements constraint, cardinality networks for the workload requirements constraint, and the sequential encoding for the maximum number of shifts constraint. The combinations of cardinality constraint encodings for WPM3 on the other hand were: The sequential encoding for the cover requirements constraint as well as the workload requirements constraint, and the encoding which uses cardinality networks for the maximum number of shifts constraint.
Final experiments and comparison of solvers
By using the encodings mentioned above, we were able to create maxSAT instances for the original problems 1-21. Although our formulation can be used to encode Instances 22-24, unfortunately we could not generate maxSAT instances for those two problems, since our generator ran out of memory due to their large size (about 20 GB). Our final experiments were conducted using both solvers, giving them a time limit of 4 h for each of the 21 instances. The results of those benchmark tests can be seen in Table 4 . If we compare the outcomes for WPM3 and Optiriss we are not able to point out a clear winner which performs better over all the instances. While WPM3 performs significantly better on the smaller instances (Instances 1-7 and 11-12), it does not produce good solutions for the larger instances . Using Optiriss provides better results when it comes to solving the larger instances, except for the last two instances where the solver could not find any solution under 4 h.
Comparing our approach with another existing exact method based on integer programming, which was provided by Curtois and Qu (2014) The first column describes the cardinality encodings used for the cover requirement/workload requirement/maximum number of shifts constraints. Encoding names have been abbreviated: seq. = sequential encoding, card. = cardinality networks, adder = bit adders. In each column the best result is formatted in boldface conclude that both maxSAT solvers could not find new unknown optimal results. However they could provide optimal solutions for instances 1 and 2. Running the maxSAT solvers for 4 h resulted in finding solutions for two of the instances which could not be solved by the integer programming approach within 1 h on a different environment. Although currently the state of the art solvers that are based on integer programming produce better results for many of the considered instances, the results show that maxSAT as an exact method gives promising results for employee scheduling problems. As many maxSAT solvers are publicly available and their performance is consistently improving, this approach can be useful to find solutions for staff scheduling problems.
Analyzing the influence of the under-coverage soft-constraint
To further investigate the problem we performed additional experiments by simplifying the instances. We omitted all soft constraints except under-coverage (Eq. 18). We wanted to investigate this constraint because it shows to have the highest weight in all instances, and as such contributed to the objective value significantly more than others.
Optiriss provides the option to experiment with the Linear maxSAT algorithm (Berre and Parrain 2010) . The Linear algorithm is an iterative upper bounding algorithm in which the SAT solver is repeatedly called and in each call clauses are added which constrain the objective value to be less than in the previous iteration. Therefore, this process is only repeated until the SAT solver reports unsatisfiable, in which case the previously calculated solution is the optimal one. The Linear algorithm is invoked in Optiriss by supplying the parameter The first column describes the cardinality encodings used for the cover requirement/workload requirement/maximum number of shifts constraints. Encoding names have been abbreviated: seq. = sequential encoding, card. = cardinality networks, adder = bit adders. In each column the best result is formatted in boldface -algorithm=1. As this algorithm is appropriate to be used in this scenario, below we report experiments using it. Every feasible solution for the simplified instances is a feasible solution for the original problem as well, as removing soft constraints does not impact feasibility. In Table 5 we provide the results obtained after running experiments for 1 h. We compare the performance of Optiriss with the Linear algorithm on the original and simplified instances (see column 1 and column 2 of Table 5 ). In the case of the simplified instances, we present the costs obtained after converting the solution to the original instance. We used the same cardinality constraint encoding as we did previously for Optiriss.
The results obtained in Table 5 are interesting for two reasons. Firstly, in most cases when a solution could be generated, the obtained results with the described technique with the simplified instances outperformed the previous maxSAT experiments even though less time has been allocated. Secondly, the simplification proved to be a very useful improvement for the Linear maxSAT algorithm. Instances 19-24 where not included in the table as no solution could be generated with either encoding technique using the Linear maxSAT algorithm.
These results indicate that the under-coverage constraint has a high influence on the objective value, at least for the Linear maxSAT algorithm. Because of this, leaving the solver all the time to focus on the under-coverage constraint showed to be valuable. Using this technique new unknown optimal results could not be found, but the results suggest the importance of the under-coverage constraint. Focusing only on the under-coverage constraint could also be applied to other solving techniques, like integer programming methods or local search. Table 4 The final results obtained for Instance 1-21 using WPM3 and Optiriss, with the application of the selected cardinality constraint encodings described in this paper
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time a partial weighted Boolean maximum satisfiability model for variants of the employee scheduling problem and the nurse rostering problem. We further generated maxSAT instances using four different cardinality encoding methods and compared the effects of these methods on two maxSAT solvers. Our results showed that there is a need to experimentally select an efficient combination of cardinality encodings for each solver separately, as the best encoding strategy in our experiments varied depending on the used solver. A comparison between the two solvers could not point out a clear winner for all of the considered benchmark tests. While WPM3 performed better on smaller instances, Optiriss was able to produce better results for many of the larger instances.
Currently an exact approach based on integer programming provides better results than maxSAT for most of the considered instances. However, maxSAT could provide optimal solutions for two of the instances and obtained solutions for two very large instances within 4 h, which could not be solved by integer programming within 1 h. For comparison purposes, we provide the corresponding solution for Optiriss from Table 4 and the best known solutions obtained by exact methods that were described by Curtois and Qu (2014) . Optimal solutions are formatted in bold face
Although the results for many instances are currently not competitive when compared with results produced by state of the art solvers that are based on integer programming, we have shown that maxSAT was successfully used to solve the majority of the problem instances. We think that the main reason why the results currently cannot compete with integer programming lies in the intensive use of cardinality constraints that are required to model the problem. The high significance of choosing good encoding strategies for cardinality constraints that became apparent during our experiments as well as the discovered influence of the under-coverage constraint indicate the importance of efficient strategies to deal with these types of constraints. We therefore conclude that there is a need for improving the performance of maxSAT solvers, especially regarding cardinality constraints. Seeing many maxSAT solvers becoming available and consistently advancing in the recent years, we believe that the provided instances for employee scheduling, which are now also part of the annual maxSAT evaluation, can serve as relevant benchmarks to evaluate new strategies for an efficient handling of cardinality constraints.
Possible improvements and extensions could be subject of future work when working with the proposed model. It would be interesting to investigate if we can break symmetries in our model. Further, given the findings regarding the under-coverage constraint, developing a lexicographic optimization approach for Employee Scheduling might be valuable. In this approach, one would first optimize for the under-coverage constraint and then optimize the rest of the soft constraints. Furthermore, a hybridization of maxSAT with heuristic techniques within the framework of very large neighbourhood search could be considered.
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